Construction of a Double Congenic Strain to Prove an Epistatic Interaction on Blood Pressure between Rat Chromosomes 2 and 10
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Abstract

Previously we presented suggestive evidence from an F2 segregating population for an interaction on blood pressure (BP) between quantitative trait loci (QTL) on rat chromosomes (Chr) 2 and 10. To prove the existence of such an interaction, we developed congenic strains for Chr 2 and 10 by introgressing the low BP QTL alleles into the Dahl salt-sensitive (S) strain. A double congenic strain was also constructed with both the Chr 2 and 10 low BP QTL alleles on the S background. The four strains (S, Chr 2 congenic, Chr 10 congenic, and Chr 2/10 double congenic) were studied for BP response to increased salt intake. An analysis of variance showed significant main effects of Chr 2, Chr 10, and a significant interaction between Chr 2 and 10 on BP and heart weight (all \( P < 0.0001 \)). The interaction accounted for 24 mmHg of BP and 79 mg of heart weight. Thus, the discovery and proof of epistatic interactions are clearly critical to understanding the genetics of blood pressure. (J. Clin. Invest. 1998. 101:1591–1595.) Key words: hypertension • Dahl rats • salt sensitivity • quantitative trait loci • heart weight

Introduction

In the genetic analysis of polygenic traits such as blood pressure (BP), genetic markers are sought that show genetic linkage to the trait. Analysis of such data allows only a statistical estimate of the existence and location of the loci involved, so-called quantitative trait loci (QTL) (1, 2). As a first approximation, the effects of QTL are assumed to be additive, although it is obvious that interactions between or among loci (epistatic interactions) are possible, if not likely (2, 3).

QTL linkage analysis in experimental segregating populations is often followed by the construction of congenic strains to either prove or refute the existence of a QTL (2, 4, 5). In this technique a chromosomal region containing a putative QTL is introgressed from one strain (donor) into another (recipient) by a breeding protocol involving repeated back-crossing to the recipient strain with selection for the donor chromosomal region (5–7). In our experiments we are always placing a low BP QTL allele from a normotensive rat strain onto the genetic background of a hypertensive strain, i.e., the inbred Dahl salt-sensitive (S) rat. The existence of the QTL is proven if the resulting congenic strain has a lower BP than the S strain. This general approach is also being applied to other polygenic disease traits such as diabetes mellitus (8–10), epilepsy (11), tumor susceptibility (12, 13), and systemic lupus erythematosus (14).

In a previous linkage analysis of an F2 population, we observed statistical evidence for BP QTL on rat chromosomes (Chr) 2 and 10, and weak statistical evidence for an interaction between these QTL on BP (15). Subsequently, separate congenic strains were constructed on the S background for the appropriate regions of Chr 2 or 10 donated by a normotensive strain (16, 17). Each congenic strain had markedly lower BP than the S rats, proving the existence of QTL in the chromosomal segments transferred. In the present work, a double congenic strain was constructed containing the low BP QTL alleles from both Chr 2 and 10 on the S genetic background. Analysis of the BP of this double congenic strain, the two single congenic strains, and the S strain provides definitive evidence for a surprisingly strong epistatic interaction on BP of the QTL on Chr 2 and 10. To our knowledge, this is the only such analysis for an interaction on a quantitative trait in a mammalian system. In recent studies of tumor susceptibility in mice, a related technique of crossing two recombinant congenic strains also provided strong evidence for QTL interactions (12, 13).

Methods

Rat strains. Inbred Dahl salt-sensitive (SS/Jr) rats were from our colony at the Medical College of Ohio; these rats will be referred to hereafter as S rats. Two congenic strains previously developed by us were also used. In both cases, a segment of chromosome containing a low BP QTL allele had been introgressed into the S strain. The donor strain for Chr 2 congenic strain was Wistar Kyoto (WKY, Harlan Sprague Dawley, Indianapolis, IN) and the Chr 2 region introgressed is shown in Fig. 1. The strain was originally named S.WKY-D2N35/Nep (16), but will be referred to here as the Chr 2 congenic. The donor strain for the Chr 10 congenic strain was the Milan normotensive strain (MNS) obtained from the Genetic Resource Section of the National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD), and the Chr 10 region introgressed is also shown in Fig. 1. The strain was originally named S.M(10b) (17), but will be referred to here as the Chr 10 congenic.

We constructed a double congenic, i.e., a single strain in which both the Chr 2 and 10 regions were on the S genetic background. The double congenic will be called the Chr 2/10 double congenic; it was constructed as follows. In this presentation W refers to the WKY allele, M the MNS allele, and S the S-rat allele. The Chr 2 and 10 congenic strains were crossed and this F1 was back-crossed to the Chr 2 congenic. Rats that were (a) homozygous WW at all loci in the Chr 2 congenic segment of chromosome and (b) MS in the Chr 10 congenic...
segment were selected and crossed with each other. Offspring that were MM at the Chr 10 congenic segment (and of course all were WW at the Chr 2 segment) were selected and bred to produce the Chr 2/10 double congenic strain. The double congenic was maintained by brother–sister mating for one generation, and then three litters were genotyped at all relevant loci on Chr 2 and 10 to be sure these regions were homozygous for the appropriate alleles. The strain was then maintained by brother–sister mating.

**Genotyping.** DNA for genotyping was obtained from tail biopsy tissue extracted with the QIAamp Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Chatsworth, CA). All genetic markers were based on amplification by the polymerase reaction chain reaction of polymorphic microsatellites. Oligonucleotide primer pairs for genetic markers and details of the techniques were given previously (15–17).

**BP.** S, Chr 2 congenic, Chr 10 congenic, and Chr 2/10 double congenic rats were bred concomitantly. Litters were culled to 8–10 rats/litter 3–4 d after birth, weaned at 30 d of age, and fed Teklad diet 3074 (Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI) containing 0.2% NaCl. 12 male rats of each strain born within 3 d of each other were used from at least four different litters of each strain. Rats were housed four to a cage, one rat from each strain. Rats were identified with a numbered skin clip placed in the back of the neck (National Band and Tag Co., Newport, KY). When the rats were 45–48 d old, they were fed Teklad diet 94217 containing 2% NaCl. After 24 d on 2% NaCl diet, BP was taken at daily sessions for four consecutive days by the tail cuff method (18) in the conscious, restrained rat with equipment made by IITC, Inc. (Woodland Hills, CA). Rats were warmed to 28°C for BP measurement. At least three consistent BP readings at a given daily session were obtained and averaged as that session’s reading. The four sessions for each rat were performed by two different operators, who did not know the identity of the rats; each operator performed two sessions on each rat. The averages of all four sessions’ readings were averaged as the BP of the rat. Rats were killed with CO2, and body and heart weights were measured.

Two separate experiments (blocks) were performed to evaluate BP. Each block contained 12 rats/strain (i.e., 48 rats per block); when the two blocks were combined, data were available from 24 rats/strain (or a total of 96 rats).

**Statistical analysis.** Programs used in statistical analysis were from SPSS (Chicago, IL). The experimental design was analyzed as a 2 × 2 factorial ANOVA with two replicate blocks. The main effects were (a) genotype of the congenic region on Chr 10 (either SS or MM) or (b) genotype of the congenic region on Chr 2 (either SS or WW). The 2 × 2 ANOVA also provided an evaluation of the interaction between the genotypes on Chr 2 and 10. The data were also analyzed as a one-way ANOVA followed by contrasts among the strains using the Scheffé procedure (19).

**Results**

**BP.** There was no difference between the replicate blocks for BP by ANOVA. Thus, the blocks were combined and the combined data will be presented in detail. It is noted in passing, however, that for each block alone there were significant effects on BP of Chr 2 (both blocks P < 0.0001), Chr 10 (both blocks P < 0.0001), and a significant interaction between Chr 2 and 10 (P = 0.006 block 1, P < 0.0001 block 2) by a 2 × 2 factorial ANOVA. Of course, the data of the combined blocks were also highly significant for main effects and interaction (all P < 0.0001).

Although the 2 × 2 factorial ANOVA immediately reveals a statistical interaction between Chr 2 and 10 on BP, intuitive interpretation of such an interaction is a little obtuse. A more meaningful presentation is given in Fig. 2. It is obvious by inspection of Fig. 2 that all three congenics have markedly reduced BP compared to S as expected (Scheffé contrasts P < 0.0001 following a one-way ANOVA). In presenting the data for further interpretation, however, we have taken the BP of the Chr 2/10 double congenic as a baseline and considered increases in BP in the other strains from that “control” level. The double congenic is, of course, essentially an S rat, except that for the QTL on Chr 2 and 10 it has low BP alleles (WW on Chr 2 and MM on Chr 10) substituted for the high BP alleles on both Chr 2 and 10 would be the increment labeled as increment 6. Such substitution increased BP from 170 to 217 mmHg, an increase of 47 mmHg. The actual effect is to increase BP by 15–19 mmHg, labeled increment b in Fig. 2. On the assumption that the QTL alleles on Chr 2 and 10 were additive, the expected increase in BP upon changing from low to high BP alleles on both Chr 2 and 10 would be the increment labeled a + b in Fig. 2, or 23 mmHg. The actual effect is to increase BP from 170 to 178 mmHg, an increase of 8 mmHg. The increment above the 23 mmHg expected, i.e., 47–23 or 24 mmHg, represents the component due to the New congenic rat region.

![Figure 1. Genetic maps of the regions used in the construction of congenic strains. Genetic distances are in centiMorgans with Kosambi’s correction. The black bar to the right of each map represents the region introgressed into the S strain; and the open bars on the ends of these segments mark the region in which recombination occurred. The Chr 2 segment was from the WKY strain (donating alleles designated W) and the Chr 10 segment was from the MNS strain (donating alleles designated M). S denote alleles from S rats.](https://doi.org/10.1172/JCI2251)
The interaction between Chr 2 and 10 on the S genetic background (labeled interactive effect in Fig. 2). This 24 mmHg interactive component is tested formally by a one-way ANOVA on BP (which showed significant $P = 0.0001$ differences among strains) followed by the contrast (S Chr 2/10 double congenic) vs. (Chr 2 congenic + Chr 10 congenic), which should equal zero under the null hypothesis of no interaction. This null hypothesis is rejected by Scheffé’s test at $P = 0.0001$, thus the interaction is significant. This is equivalent to the interaction term from a $2 \times 2$ factorial ANOVA (22). The interaction was still significant ($P = 0.0001$) when the data were transformed by taking the logarithm, square root, or reciprocal of BP.

Heart weight (HW). Analysis of HW was confounded by the fact that the factorial ANOVA showed that body weight (BW) was: (a) increased 19 g by the Chr 2 substitution in S rats ($P < 0.0001$); (b) decreased by 7 g by the Chr 10 substitution in S rats ($P = 0.019$); and (c) the blocks differed by 10 g ($P = 0.001$). The overall population mean BW was 330 g. Because there was a correlation ($r = 0.51, P = 0.0001$ using all 96 rats) between HW and BW a regression equation was fitted to the data and HW was adjusted for differences in BW to yield adjusted HW (23). Because adjusted HW still showed a difference between blocks, a correction was made for this difference as well. Data on the HW adjusted for these variants are presented in Fig. 3.

The analysis-adjusted HW in Fig. 3 proceeded as detailed above for BP in Fig. 2. Comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 indicates very similar results for adjusted HW and BP. First, it is obvious (and ANOVA confirmed, all $P < 0.0001$) that substituting the QTL region of Chr 2 or 10 into S rats reduced adjusted HW. The increments of adjusted HW defined in Fig. 3 were $a = 12$ mg, $b = 60$ mg, $(a + b) = 72$ mg, and the interactive effect was 79 mg, which was highly significant ($P < 0.0001$).

Cursory examination of Figs. 2 and 3 indicates that adjusted HW and BP must be correlated. This was the case ($r = 0.71, P < 0.0001$ using all 96 rats). The regression of adjusted HW on BP was used to remove the effect of BP on HW. A $2 \times 2$ factorial ANOVA of HW (now adjusted for BW, blocks, and BP) showed that the effect of Chr 2 on HW was removed ($P = 0.91$), a small effect of Chr 10 still remained (genotype SS on Chr 10 was 26 mg heavier than genotype MM, $P = 0.022$), and there was no interaction between Chr 2 and 10 ($P = 0.46$).

**Discussion**

Originally (15) we described an interaction between Chr 2 and 10 on BP in an F2 population derived from a cross of S with the MNS. Thus, in that experiment, we were comparing S versus MNS QTL alleles on Chr 2 and 10. In the present double congenic, the Chr 2 QTL allele was donated by the WKY strain. We used the Chr 2 congenic with the WKY QTL allele, rather than the Chr 2 congenic with the MNS QTL allele, because the former has a smaller introgressed chromosomal segment than the latter. Also, we wanted to determine if the interaction was dependent on the presence of only the MNS Chr 2 allele, which is obviously not the case.

There are guidelines in the literature for what constitutes statistical significance in a genome scan (to detect additive QTL; 24). There are, however, no such guidelines for statistical

![Figure 2](http://www.jci.org)

**Figure 2.** Bar graph for systolic BP of S and the congenic strains. Genotypes in the congenic regions shown in Fig. 1 for Chr 2 and 10 are given at the bottom of the figure. The increments labeled $a$, $b$, and $a + b$ assume additive effects on BP, and the increment labeled interactive effect results from the interaction of the QTL on Chr 2 and 10 (see text).

![Figure 3](http://www.jci.org)

**Figure 3.** Bar graph for HW adjusted for differences in BW of S and congenic strains. The format of the figure is identical to that of Fig. 2.
detection of interactions that present special problems of detection (2, 3). Our original description of the Chr 2 and 10 interaction in an F2 population with a $P = 0.061$ would certainly be marginal under any criteria. Nevertheless the double congeneric proves beyond reasonable doubt that this interaction is real. Thus, one is left with the realization that sole reliance on statistical guidelines would result in a failure to find some potentially important effects. Such a caveat is, of course, also recognized by statisticians (3, 24–27).

The genetic interaction between Chr 2 and 10 on BP certainly means that the genes involved code for molecules involved in BP regulatory pathways that interact at some level. With this in mind, the discovery of one or the other of the interacting QTL might aid in uncovering the remaining QTL. In the most useful case, one QTL might code for a protein that binds directly to a protein coded by the other QTL.

In our work, we consider HW to reflect relatively large chronic changes in BP, as the heart hypertrophies working against increased BP. Thus, the strain changes in BP and HW observed here are interpreted to result from the same underlying genetic causes. That is not to deny that HW may be influenced by genetic factors independent of BP (28–32), but such phenomena are not a major component of the work presented here. There was only weak evidence for an effect of Chr 10 on HW independent of BP. In another study (32) involving an F2 cross-derived from congenic strains bred from Dahl rats, an interaction between Chr 2 and 10 was observed for HW but not for BP.

The QTL regions shown in Fig. 1 used in the construction of the double congeneric strain contain some candidate genes that could mediate BP effects. On Chr 2 neutral endopeptidase (Nep), which degrades atrial natriuretic peptide, guanylyl cyclase A (Gca), which is one of the receptors for atrial natriuretic peptide, and NaK-ATPase $\alpha_1$ isoform, which is important in Na$^+$ and K$^+$ transport in kidney and vascular smooth muscle cells, can all be construed as candidate genes. Calmodulin kinase (Camk2d) might also be considered a candidate gene, but that region of Chr 2 has subsequently been shown not to contain the BP QTL by study of congeneric substrains derived from the Chr 2 congenic strain (Rapp, J.P., and A.Y. Deng, unpublished observations). On Chr 10, angiotensin converting enzyme (Ace) is an obvious candidate, and nerve growth factor receptor (Ngrf), which mediates sympathetic nerve growth, has also been considered by some (33) to be a candidate gene. Among these candidates there are no obvious pairs that might explain the interaction observed between Chr 2 and 10.

Recently it has been reported (34) by affected sib pair analysis that a region of human Chr 17, homologous to the region of rat Chr 10 around the Ace locus, was linked to BP. Obviously, human studies should also look for linkage of BP to the human chromosomal region homologous to our rat Chr 2 congeneric region, and in addition, human studies should look for an interaction between the human chromosomal regions homologous to our rat Chr 2 and 10 congeneric segments.
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